Assignment 7
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As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Which of the following phases of start-up development gets funded by angel and seed funding?
   - Ideation and early prototype phase
   - Late prototype phase
   - Pre-commercialization launch
   - Commercial launch
   Yes, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Ideation and early prototype phase

2. In India, most of the start-up investments by value in recent years have been done in:
   - Artificial intelligence
   - E-commerce
   - Medtech
   - Edtech
   Yes, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - E-commerce

3. Which of the following is the typical funding structure for start-ups?
   - Personal savings
   - Venture capital
   - Angel funding
   - Private equity funding
   Personal savings
   No, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 3
   Accepted Answers:
   - Venture capital
   - Angel funding
   - Private equity funding

4. Amongst the following, which class of investor would typically be willing to wait longest period for the highest returns:
   - Angel investors
   - Venture capitalists
   - Private equity investors
   - None of the above
   Angel investors
   Yes, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Venture capitalists
   - Private equity investors

5. Which of these terms is not a Micro Enterprise?
   - A restaurant
   - An automobile manufacturer
   - A vehicle builder
   - An energy management company
   No, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - A vehicle builder
   - An energy management company

6. MCLR is used for:
   - Bank product
   - Large companies
   - NGOs
   - Personal consumption
   Large companies
   No, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - NGOs
   - Personal consumption

7. Overseas Banks in Bangladesh, is famous for serving in:
   - Alternative Investment Fund
   - Private equity
   - Microfinance
   - Equipment financing
   Alternative Investment Fund
   No, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Private equity
   - Microfinance

8. Which of the following is not a component of financial strategy?
   - Dividend decision
   - Investment decision
   - Financial decision
   - Brand decision
   Investment decision
   Yes, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Dividend decision
   - Financial decision

9. Which of the following recognizes the true value of the money?
   - Discounted cash flow
   - Simple payback
   - Accounting rate of return
   - Bank interest yield
   Discounted cash flow
   No, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Simple payback
   - Accounting rate of return

10. Cost of Capital is necessary for:
    - Project selection
    - Bank funding
    - Operations
    - Marketing
    No, the answer is incorrect. Scale: 0
    Accepted Answers:
    - Project selection
    - Bank funding
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